
 
 
 

 

ABINEP - instructions for material expenses 
 
The following documentation has to be done per company: 
 

Orders < 500€ 
 

The product(s) can be bought from 3 or more 
companies  

The product(s) is/are only provided or can only 
be bought from one company 

 
1. Estimate the costs!  It’s mandatory 

Screenshots of the product(s) from 3 different 
companies or past invoices 

Screenshot of the product(s) from this company 
or past invoice  

Select the company with the most economically 
offer 

 

 
2. Fill out and send the “ABINEP ordering sheet < 500€” for the company you selected! 

From.., company, delivery address, description, amount, prizes, … 

Set 2 tickmarks “Auftragswert <500” AND „Direktkauf daher zulässig“ 

Tickmark “Einholung eines Preisvergleiches” No Tickmark “Einholung eines Preisvergleiches” 

 Write reasons, why only one company is possi-
ble 

Signature of the principle investigator 

 
3. Request a quote from the selected company 

Always use the following address: 
Otto-von-Guericke Universität Magdeburg 
ESF-GS ABINEP/ (Abbreviation of your faculty/ Abbreviation of your institute)/ Your Name) 
Universitätsplatz 2 
39106 Magdeburg 

 
4. Send all documents to the coordinator 

ABINEP ordering sheet < 500€ 

Screenshots of the product(s) from 3 different 
companies or past invoices 

Screenshot of the product(s) from this company 
or past invoice 

Quote of the selected company Quote of the company 
 

5. The coordinator places the order 

6. Material expenses will be delivered to the institutes of the OVGU (please name a contact per-
son), the invoice to the coordinator 

7. !!! After receipt of the delivery, send the original delivery note to the coordinator without any 
further demand, state that the product(s) were delivered correctly!!! 

8. The coordinator does the financial accounting to financial department of the main campus  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 

 

ABINEP - instructions for material expenses 
 
The following documentation has to be done per company: 
 

Orders > 500€ 
 

The product(s) can be bought from 3 or more 
companies  

The product(s) is/are only provided or can only 
be bought from one company  

 

1. Estimate the costs!  It’s mandatory 

Screenshots of the product(s) from 3 different com-
panies or past invoices 

Screenshot of the product(s) from this company 
or past invoice  

 

2. Fill out and send the “ABINEP ordering sheet < 500€” for the company you selected! 

No company!!! Company possible 

From.., delivery address, description, amount, prizes, … of  the most economically company 

No tickmarks or reasons in the „PI section“ 

Signature of the principle investigator 
 

3. Fill out and send the “ABINEP ordering sheet > 500€” New version 2021 
Documentation must necessarily be in German, send the digital version of the document to the 
coordinator, who will do the translation 

Notes to fill out: 
Fill out points 1-6 (pages 1 and 2) 
Particular attention to points 2 (justification for procurement from a specific company) and 6 
(name all companies including email addresses to obtain a quote) 

 

4. Send to the coordinator: 

ABINEP ordering sheet < 500€ 
ABINEP ordering sheet > 500€ 

Screenshots from 3 company websites or past 
invoices 

Screenshots from 1 company website or 
past invoice 

 publication, presentations, poster or lab 
book recordings 

 

5. The coordinator will continue 
        - asks the company for sole distribution right (min-

imum duration: 2 days) 
writes an email to the companies of your choice in 
parallel (via bcc, that they do not know from each 
other), sets a date until they have to send the offer 
right (minimum duration: 4 days)  

writes an email to the company of your choice, 
sets a date until they have to send the offer 
right (minimum duration: 4 days)  

When the (most economically) company refers to its AGBs, the coordinator has to explain them via 
email and ask them for waiver of its AGBs (minimum duration: 2 days) 
6. The coordinator places the order 
7. Material expenses will be delivered to the institutes of the OVGU, the invoice to the coordinator 

8. !!! After receipt of the delivery, send the original delivery note to the coordinator without any 
further demand, state that the product(s) were delivered correctly!!! 

9. The coordinator does the financial accounting to financial department of the main campus  

 


